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The Reign and Coinage of Carausius. By PERCY H. WEBB. Pp. viii + 260.
With five collotype plates. London : Spink & Son, 1908. 8s.
This is a useful piece of numismatic ' spade-work,' particularly interesting to students of
the Roman period in Britain. A very readable introduction brings together the main
known facts regarding the rise and fall of the 'usurper,' as presented to us in the pages
of historians and chroniclers. Then follows a general account of the nature of the
numismatic evidence, with discussions upon mints and mint-marks, legends and types.
Lastly, and chiefly, we get a carefully compiled and classified catalogue of all coins bearing
the image and superscription of Carausius, so far as these have been recorded by other
writers or exist in accessible public and private collections. More than 1200 varieties are
here described. The task of identification must often have been difficult, for the
execution is apt to be barbarous and the lettering is not seldom blundered ; but Mr.
Webb is a genuine enthusiast, and has taken endless trouble to be accurate. He has his
reward. Fresh discoveries will doubtless necessitate a supplement by and by, but the
book as it stands is of permanent value.
La Manomissione e la Condizione dei Liberti in Grecia. By A. CALDERINI.
Pp. xx+ 464. Milan : U. Hoepli, 1908. 12 lire.
The aim of the present work is, in the author's own words, ' to present within the
compass of a single treatise, which shall be, so far as possible, exhaustive, all that can be
gathered, known and inferred about manumission and the condition of freeedmen in
Greece.' On a subject of such interest and importance a comprehensive work was
needed, especially as previous writers, as Drachmann, P. Foucart, and G. Foucart, have
dealt only with some one Greek state or special group of documents or mode of manu-
mission. Nor is it this greater width alone that gives its value to Signor Calderini's
work as compared with its predecessors. Recent years have largely increased the epi-
graphical evidence on this subject, and it is upon inscriptions and papyri that our
knowledge of its processes and conditions almost entirely rests. The author has brought
to his task an admirable command of his material, epigraphical and literary, a sound
judgment, a clear arrangement and a simple and pleasing style, and his treatise will
remain for a long time to come the standard work on its subject.
In a series of brief chapters the author discusses the Greek practice and thought
regarding manumission from the Homeric Age down to the early centuries of the
Christian Era, tracing the influence of the factors which determined its frequency and the
position of freedmen. After this ' historical introduction' he deals with the process of
Greek manumission, discussing the sources of our knowledge, the methods in vogue,
those who took part in the ceremony and the conditions attaching to it. The second
main section is devoted to the position of freedmen, legal and social, setting forth, so far
as our evidence allows, the position of this class in the financial, judicial, military and
religious spheres. The book ends with a series of appendices on certain documents or
groups of documents : of these the most important are the discussions of the Attic
eatalogi paterarum argentearum and of the .Delphic manumission records.
It is inevitable that some errors should creep into a work of this kind, full of detail
and of references to ancient and modern sources. But these are for the most part mere
misprints, which will cause the reader no difficulty, as e.g. the attribution of Sulla's
victory at Chaeronea to the year 186B.C. Punctuation, accentuation and the spelling of
foreign words, however, deserve more attention than they have received in these pages.
In the chapter on the professions of freedmen, several mistakes have been made : e.g.
the author has not noticed that the vcvpopdcpos of I.G. ii. 772 ft is a woman, £evyo(f>6pos and
(jKVTodetyos should be £cvyorp6(pos and <rKvh68e\j/os respectively, and the occupations of
barber (B.8.A. viii, p. 221, 1. 3), secretary and under-secretary (ibid. p. 210) are omitted.
One more criticism may be added. If the author does not adopt the official renaming of
